SC-93770
Coin Conveyor System

Small and Flexible System with Minimal
Footprint that Captures, Stores and Transports Coins

Complete Conveyor System for Enhanced Efficiency
The conveyor system handles large quantities of coins after they have been sorted by the strong coin sorters ICP Active-9 or the
ICX Active-9. Each sorted denomination is automatically being transported to its specific coin wagon. It is possible to customize
the system per your needs, or plug and play with an already existing coin wagon system.

► Pave the Way into the Future with State-of-the-art
Technology
At SUZOHAPP we pride ourselves on truly understanding
your pain points and your competitive landscape in order to
offer you the best solution for your needs. We offer the most
comprehensive solutions within the industry with state-ofthe-art technology
Enhanced efficiency
Easy operation and monitoring
For large quantities of coins
Increased comfort
► Intelligent Coin Sorting
Both the ICX Active-9 and the ICP Active-9 offer outstanding
performance - the ICP Active-9 for large quantities of coins
while the ICX Active-9 is the perfect solution for medium sized
businesses. With their unique Active Sorting® technology
you get a flexible sorting system sorting variations of multicoin, multi-token or even multi-currency possibilities.
Sorting is independent of the coin size, allowing to sort coins
with same diameter but different value. For example, you
can assign each identified coin type to a specific outlet, or
setup simultaneous processing of multiple currencies and
multiple coin types (denominations) to the same outlet.

First image above is a Conveyor System with an ICP Active-9
and four wagons. Second image is a system with an ICX Active-9
and 8 coin wagons. Choose between a system for two to eight
denominations.

► Automatic Solution for Easy Operation and
Monitoring
After the coins have been sorted, they fall onto conveyors
transporting each denomination to its specific coin wagon.
You can choose a system for two, six or eight denominations.
Several accessories are included for maximum performance,
such as a stand, table, electrical box, and tubes.*

*Please note that coin wagons
need to be ordered separately

1,540 (60.63)

2 positions, 1,270 (50.00)
4 positions, 1,830 (72.05)
6 positions, 2,385 (93.90)
8 positions, 2,950 (116.14)
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Technical Schematics

Above and to the left is a schematic of the
ICP Active-9. The conveyor system works in
similarly way for the ICX Active-9.

3,400 (133.86)

Systems with ICP Active-9

Systems with ICX Active-9

2 denominations, ICP Active-9

011-003770-002

4 denominations, ICP Active-9

011-003770-004

6 denominations, ICP Active-9

011-003770-006

8 denominations, ICP Active-9

011-003770-008

Kit for ICX Active-9 and SC93770*:
•
Stand
•
Table
•
Electrical box
•
Tubes

011-009912-000

Packaging ICX Active-9 and 93770

011-000999-704

* With this kit you can connect your already existing 93770 to an ICX Active-9
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